We give examples where the Heun function exists in general relativity. It turns out that while a wave equation written in the background of certain metric yields Mathieu functions as its solutions in four spacetime dimensions, the trivial generalization to five dimensions results in the double confluent Heun function. We reduce this solution to the Mathieu function with some transformations.
Introduction
Most of the theoretical physics known today is described by a rather few number of differential equations. If we study only linear problems, the different special cases of the hypergeometric or the confluent hypergeometric equation often suffice to analyze scores of different phenomena. These are two equations of the Fuchsian type with three regular singular points and one regular, one irregular singular point respectively. Both of these equations have simple recursion relations between two consecutive coefficients when a power expansion solution is attempted. This fact gives in many instances sufficient information on the general behavior of the solution. If the problem is nonlinear, one can usually fit the equation describing the process to one of the different forms of the Painlevé equations [1] .
It seems to be a miracle that so diverse phenomena can be described with so few equations. Physicists are lucky since most of the phenomena in physics of the present can be described in terms of these rather simple functions. Perhaps, this refers to a symmetry beyond all these things, like the occurrence of hypergeometric functions may signal to the presence of conformal symmetry.
In the linear case, sometimes it is necessary to go to equations with more singular points. The Heun equation [2] , its confluent cases, or its special cases, Mathieu, Lamé, Coulomb spheroidal equations etc., all have additional singular points, either four regular, or two regular, one irregular, or two irregular. The price you pay is the fact that in general there exists no recursion relation between two consecutive coefficients when a power series expansion is used for the solution. A three or four way recursion relation is often awkward, and it is not easy to deduce valuable analytical information from such an expansion. This may be a reason why much less is known about these equations compared to hypergeometric functions and all the other functions derived from them.
One encounters Mathieu functions when one uses elliptic coordinates, instead of circular ones, even in two dimensions. These equations are not uncommon when one studies problems in atomic physics with certain potentials, say 1 r 6 potential [3] . Their occurrence in problems in general relativity is more seldom. They, however, become indispensable when one studies phenomena in higher dimensions, for example the article by G. Siopsis [4] , or phenomena using different geometries. An example of the latter case is seen in the example of wave equations written in the background of these metrics. For instance, in four dimensions, we may write wave equations in the background of instanton solutions. For the metric written in the Eguchi-Hanson instanton [5] background, the hypergeometric function is sufficient to describe the spinor field solutions [6, 7] . One, however, has to use Mathieu functions to describe even the scalar field in the background of the Nutku instanton [8, 9] when the separation of variables method is used for the solution. Schmid et al [10] have written a short note describing the occurrence of these equations in general relativity. Their examples are the Dirac equation in the Kerr-Newman metric and static perturbations of the non extremal Reisner-Nordström solution. They encounter the Generalised Heun Equation [11] [12] [13] while looking for the solutions in these metrics. Here we see that as the metric becomes more complicated, one has to solve equations with larger number of singular points, with no simple recursion relations if one attempts a series type solution, One also sees that if one studies similar phenomena in higher dimensions, unless the metric is a product of simple ones, one has higher chances of encountering Heun type equations as in the references given [14] [15].
Here we want to give further examples to this general behaviour. Our first example will be the case already studied by Sucu and Unal [6] . In their paper they study the spinor field in the background of the Nutku instanton. They obtain an exact solution, which can be, however, expanded in terms of Mathieu functions [16] . The second example is the similar equation in five dimensions. Here the metric is extended to five dimensions with a simple addition of the time coordinate. In this case we obtain the double confluent Heun function as the solution, which can be reduced to the Mathieu function with a variable transformation.
We describe our examples in the consecutive sections, first the case in four, then five dimensions. We end with some additional remarks.
Equations in Four Dimensions
The Nutku helicoid metric is given as
This is an example of a multi-center metric. This metric reduces to the flat metric if we take a = 0.
If we make the following transformation
the metric is written as
We may use the NP formalism [17, 18] in four Euclidean dimensions [19] [20]
[21] and taking as base vectors
and
where
These expressions give
D =m
The massive Dirac equation reads
In expanded form, these equations read
Here we will study the massless case. Then we see that only {Ψ 1 , Ψ 2 } and {Ψ 3 , Ψ 4 } are coupled to each other.
If we take
and make the transformations
we get
Now we have to solve
whose solutions can be expressed in terms of Mathieu functions.
When similar transformations are done for the other components we get:
The solutions again can be expressed in terms of Mathieu functions:
Here note that
can be expressed in terms of modified Mathieu functions with real arguments. At this point also note that we can get solutions for Ψ 3,4 in the plane wave form, which is given as exp(ka(sin(θ − φ + ix) + sin(θ − φ − ix))), similar to the ones given by Sucu and Unal [6] . Here, since we want to point to the occurrence of Mathieu functions in mathematical physics, we use the product form. This form is also more useful when we impose boundary conditions on our function.
Equations in Five Dimensions:
The addition of the time component to the previous metric gives:
giving the massless Dirac equation as :
Here
which results in the set of equations,
If we solve for Ψ 1 and Ψ 2 and replace them in the latter equations, we get two equations which has only Ψ 3 and Ψ 4 in them.
the resulting equations read:
If we assume that the result is expressed in the product form Ψ 3 = T 1 (x)T 2 (θ), the angular part is again expressible in terms of Mathieu functions.
The equation for T 1 reads:
and use the transformation
Then the differential operator is expressed as
and set E = √ A ′ C ′ we get,
The solution of this equation is also expressible in terms of Mathieu functions given as:
Here we see a difference from the four dimensional case. Although both the radial and the angular part can be written in terms of Mathieu functions, the constants are different, which makes the summation of these functions to form the propagator quite difficult. In four dimensions we can use the summation formula [22, 9] for the product of four Mathieu functions, two of them for the angular and the other two for the radial part, summing them to give us a Bessel type expression. This result makes the calculation of the propagator, similar to the case given in reference 8 possible.
Here since the radial and the angular parts have different constants, this summation formula is not applicable. We also see that we can not write the generating function for these functions in terms of plane waves as described in the paper by L.Chaos-Cador et al..
Laplacian
In this section we give the laplacian operator written in this background. It is used for the calculation of the field equation for the scalar particle similar to the case studied in reference 8. 
We use λ as the seperation constant. The other eigenvalues are
We have Φ = e i(ktt+kyy+kzz) R(x)S(θ)
where S obeys the equation 6 References
